
CLOSED CELL
ACOUSTIC FOAM

PREMIUM ALUMINUM
FOIL DEFLECTION

BUTYL RUBBER

HIGH TAC ADHESIVE

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WEIGHT 9 lbs
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THICKNESS 4.5 MM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MATERIALS  3 mm CLOSED CELL ACOUSTIC FOAM

ALUMINUM FOIL CORE

1.5 mm BUTYL RUBBER
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ADHESIVE Pressure Sensitive High-Tac Adhesive
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DIMENSIONS 20 in H x 79 in W
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COVERAGE 11 square feet

SoundShield® offers thicker damping sheets with a waterproof 

top layer.  Our flagship product is 4.5mm thick with a triple-layer 

damping sheet,  Designed and specially formu;ated with our

signature waterproof closed-cell acoustic foam top layer, heat

rejecting foil center, flexible butyl rubber, and our proprietary 

pressure sensitive high-tac adhesive underlayment.

Single Roll  11 SQ FEET   
PRO PACK  4-Pack  44 SQ FEET

Options available
to meet any
installation need...

BECOME A DEALER
Join the revolution in sound deadening and apply to be an official 
SoundShield® dealer where you will have access to all the perks 
that come with being part of the SoundShield® family...
• Exclusive updates on product development.
• Wholesale pricing on products, sales tools, and collaterals. 
• Product training
• Direct access to support from the executive team

SOUNDSHIELDUSA.COM
Connect with us

DESIGNED FOR INSTALLERS 
BY INSTALLERS

SOLUTION

THE WORLD’S BEST



INDUSTRY ICONS
SoundShield® partners John Schwartz (left) of Perfectionist Auto Sound 
in Alaska and Bryan Schmitt (right) of Mobile Solutions in Arizona came 
together to create the next evolution in premium sound deadening a 
reality for professional installers and customization enthusiasts.

These titans of the automotive aftermarket industry bring over 50 
years combined experience in audio installation and solutions to meet 
the needs of installers throughout the world.

TURN YOUR VEHICLE INTO A

PREMIUM SOUND BOOTH
The purpose of any vehicle audio installation is to provide a premium 
listening experience with clear, crisp, and emphasized sound. You can 
achieve this by including sound deadening as part of your installation 
process. That way you ensure the sound you want to hear in your 
vehicle stays within and the noise pollution of the road stays out. Think 
of it like premium noise cancelling headphones for your entire vehicle.

Uniquely Designed with a 
focus on the dynamics of 
sound and behavior with 

vehicular accoustics

Materials that lead
the industry in sound 

absorption for maximum 
efficiency

Waterproof, closed-cell
foam to prevent  swelling
and mold make it great in 

any environment

WHAT MAKES
SOUNDSHIELD®

DIFFERENT FROM
THE OTHERS
Traditional sound deadening options
tend to fall short by not approaching
sound from various angles. Some are
foil based, but lack the density of our
butyl rubber. Others use open cell
acoustic foam which allows for moisture
absorption which can lead to mold and mildew
issues. Adhesives that don’t grip as strongly as ours
can lead to install slips and gap formations. Our sheets are oversized
so installations can be done cleaner with less seams and disruption
in the sound waves.

SoundShield® is proud to bear the 
coveted Mobile Solutions

Seal of Certification.

SoundShield®
Our original premium, industry leading, sound deadening material 

best for most installations, uses, and skill levels.

SoundShield® Slim
Much like our flagship product but with a thinner profile for

slimmer application needs. Made with our proprietary butyl rubber 

and pressure sensitive high-tac adhseive.

SoundShield® WrapIt   |   SOUND DEADENING TAPE

Some sound deadening projects involve independent elements that 

vibrate or make contact with the frame or other items.

SoundShield® WrapIt tape solves that problem by easily allowing 

you to wrap our closed-cell acoustic foam around them.

PRODUCT LINEUP


